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Abstract
Photos are a rich and popular form for preserving memo-
ries. Thus, they are widely used as cues to augment human
memory. Near-continuous capture and sharing of photos
have generated a need to summarize and review relevant
photos to revive important events. However, there is limited
work on exploring how regular reviewing of selected pho-
tos influence overall recall of past events. In this paper, we
present an experiment to investigate the effect of regular
reviewing of egocentric lifelogging photos on the formation
and retrieval of autobiographic memories. Our approach
protects the privacy of the participants and provides im-
proved validation for their memory performance compared
to existing approaches. The results of our experiment are
a step towards developing memory shaping algorithms that
accentuate or attenuate memories on demand.
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Motivation
Human memory is naturally volatile and prone to errors
[11]. As a part of their evolution, humans attempted to pre-
serve their memories using different forms like writing and
drawing. Pictures have been a popular medium starting
from pharaonic drawings on the walls of temples until cin-
ematic visions of a brain-embedded chip that auto-records
the life as a video1. Pictures are strong memory cues be-
cause they hold condensed and rich details about the con-
text of a situation [8]. They support reminiscence, reflection,
search and recall of missing details.

FREQUENT TERMS

“Episodic memory” is the
memory of the autobiograph-
ical events that occurred in
the past and can be stated
explicitly [13]. (E.g.: Remem-
bering your emotions during
a past trip when you were in
high school)

“Reminiscence”a is “the
act of recalling past experi-
ences / a mental impression
retained or revived”

“Reflection” a is “a thought
occurring in consideration
or meditation”. It means
thinking critically about past
events.

aFrom www.dictionary.com

“Filtering photos” here refers
to removing sensitive or low
quality photos then selecting
important ones.

“Reviewing photos” here
refers to looking at all the
photos or a selected subset
of them.

Therefore, numerous commercial platforms have been de-
veloped to assist users in capturing and presenting mem-
ories through photos. Small and aesthetic wearable cam-
eras like Narrative clip 2 and iON Snap Cam 3 focus on not
missing a moment by continuously capturing a first-person-
view of your life every 30 seconds. The result is massive
amounts of photos (ca. 1200 per day). On the other hand,
social networks 4 like Facebook and Instagram empower
users to preserve a selected set of highly relevant memo-
ries shared among a group of persons.

The downside of the abundant affordable capturing de-
vices, sharing and storage platforms is the crippling large
datasets. Filtering and reviewing the produced photos is a
time consuming and overwhelming task. Thus, the infor-
mation retrieval community intervened with solid efforts to
automate the selection and presentation of important pho-
tos. For example, Gurrin (E.g.: [9]) and Doherty (E.g.: [4])
have done extensive work on developing selection algo-
rithms for key photos and implicit detection of events and
activities. On the other hand, Girgensohn (E.g.: [7]) and

1 “Final cut” movie (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0364343/)
2 http://getnarrative.com/
3 https://usa.ioncamera.com/snapcam/
4 www.facebook.com , www.instagram.com

Byrne (E.g.: [2]) worked on finding presentation techniques
for the generated summaries.

The results of this research were adopted and comple-
mented by the commercial lifelogging platforms to create
user experiences that support reminiscence and reflection.
For example, Facebook offers an “On this day” applica-
tion that reviews events from previous years that occurred
on the same day. The narrative clip offers an on-demand
timelapse video of the photos taken within a day. Also, it au-
tomatically clusters the dataset into relevant moments after
removing low quality pictures.

Despite the popularity of these applications and the abun-
dance of the photo-reviewing tools, there is limited research
using real-world datasets on how the reviewing process
shapes our episodic memory (E.g.: Studies using Sense-
Cam like [5] and [12] ). A possible reason is the challenging
and unstandardized nature of lifelogging / memory exper-
iments. Privacy concerns about the lifelog photos compli-
cate the recruitment of participants as the photos expose
sensitive information. Moreover, there are legal concerns
about sharing the lifelogs with researchers because of un-
consenting individuals in the photos. Consequently, ground
truth for the recalled events is usually missing. Therefore,
most well-established frameworks do not require the vali-
dation of the narrated events by the participant and operate
under the assumption that the provided data is correct (e.g.,
cognitive interviews [6]). Consequently, these frameworks
provide only loose guidelines for extracting memories. Ad-
ditionally, they require consensus regarding the scoring
system as well as cross-rater validation by multiple experts.

www.dictionary.com
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0364343/
http://getnarrative.com/
https://usa.ioncamera.com/snapcam/
www.facebook.com
www.instagram.com


Vision
We present an approach to investigate the effect of review-
ing lifelogging photos on the formation and retrieval of au-
tobiographic memories. It uses personal lifelogs, protects
participants’ privacy and obtains subjective validation of the
recalled events.

This work is part of the European Union project “RECALL”5.
We aim for creating ubiquitous technologies that augment
the human memory. A common approach to memory aug-
mentation is to create an easily searchable and reachable
external memory prosthetic that records everything. In con-
trast, we envision improving the human memory without
needing external memory prosthetics.

In the following sections, we will describe the research aims
and the design of a planned study. In this study, we predict
that the reviewing process will improve the recalling of re-
viewed events. However, it could also impede the retrieval
of unreviewed events as the life of the person is crystal-
lized around the selected photos by the algorithms. The
results will provide deeper insights into the role of photo-
selection systems in shaping our memories and thus per-
ception about life. It also aligns with RECALL’s ultimate
goal of building context-aware systems that can attenu-
ate/accentuate memories on demand.

Research Aims
We want to capture potential improvement or deterioration
in recalling past events. We will explore the following ques-
tions:

FREQUENT TERMS

“Retrieval Induced Forgetting
(RIF)” refers to the forgetting
of some information due to
trying to remember other
relevant information. While
the existence of this phe-
nomenon is well supported
by laboratory studies, its
reproduction in real-world
settings is still subject to
on-going researcha.

a http://recall-fet.eu/2015/07/
recall-at-sarmac-2015/

Figure 1: We predict that
participants will choose “Pic 2” as
a representative for “Meeting Mark”
event because it is closer to the
reviewed photo.

1. Does photo reviewing affect the amount of recalled
events? The results will indicate the viability of using
auto-generated photo reviews as a memory aid to
enhance selective recall. We expect that the sheer

5 http://recall-fet.eu/

number of recalled events from the reviewed days is
higher than the unreviewed days.

2. Does photo reviewing affect the quality of the recalled
events? The focus here is on the amount of recalled
details about each event. We will examine if the re-
viewing promotes recalling richer details about the
events.

3. Does photo reviewing affect the recall of close un-
reviewed events? “Closeness” in this context is the
temporal proximity. There are two potential and op-
posite effects for the reviewing process. The first is
better recall of unreviewed events if they are relevant
or interconnected with reviewed events. The second
one is worse recall of unreviewed events due to the
“Retrieval Induced Forgetting” phenomenon [1]. This
effect is relevant because it implies that enhancing
the memory for some photos (i.e. events) could in-
hibit remembering other events. This poses an ethical
dilemma about the implications of deliberate memory
shaping tools as discussed in [3].

4. Are the reviewed photos recognized better than the
unreviewed photos? We expect that the reviewed
photos are better recognized. Moreover, we predict
a tendency to favor the reviewed photos as repre-
sentatives to the recalled events. We also expect a
tendency to choose representative unreviewed pho-
tos that are temporally close or spatially similar to the
reviewed photos (See Figure 1).

5. Are the recalled events following a pattern? We will
explore the data to identify if the free recall is based
on a heuristic (E.g.: chronological activity-driven re-
call). This will enable us to understand more about
how the memory works in a natural setup.

http://recall-fet.eu/2015/07/recall-at-sarmac-2015/
http://recall-fet.eu/2015/07/recall-at-sarmac-2015/
http://recall-fet.eu/


Methodology
We will conduct the study, using a within-study design on 15
participants for 4 weeks each. The participants are mainly
university students. Our system is composed of a wearable
camera with automatic timelapse mode (E.g. narrative clip),
a mobile GPS logger (E.g.: GPS logger mobile app), a ded-
icated laptop acting as a processing unit and a software
for analyzing, selecting and generating a review (summary
video). The extraction process of the key pictures is based
on the requirements elicited in [8]. The video duration is
approximately 2-3 minutes of key pictures. Figure 2 sum-
marizes the morning routine of the participant. The partici-
pants can only review a day using our auto-generated video
for three days per week. After each review session, they
will answer a short questionnaire to subjectively assess the
video content.

Figure 2: Morning routine for the
participants during the experiment.
(1) The narrative clip camera is
always on, capturing a picture
every 30 seconds unless covered.
(2) The participant starts the GPS
logging explicitly on the smart
phone. External GPS is used to
overcome the proprietary location
format of the camera and to avoid
uploading the pictures to narrative
cloud service.

By the end of each week, the participants are invited to the
lab for an individual memory testing session. The session is
divided into four phases summarized in Figure 3:

Phase 1 - Recall events The target is to prompt the par-
ticipants to recall as many events as they can from
the previous week. They are given a fixed interval of
time (E.g.: 10 minutes, divided into 1-minute rounds)
to recall past events. They note 1-3 words per event
as a cue to remember it during the session. This is
an adaptation of the technique described in [10].

Phase 2 - Recall details and categorize events The par-
ticipants are asked to recall specific details about
each event (E.g.: time, location, . . . ) then submit a
rating of their certainty about each detail. They also
rate the importance of the event and tag it with prede-
fined activities (E.g.: Work, Relax, Family, . . . ).

Phase 3 - Select a photo per event and validate details
Each participant views the photos taken through-
out the week on a custom large-screen setup. They
pick a photo to represent each event. The system
automatically asks them to rate the relevance of the
selected photo to the closest two key pictures se-
lected by the algorithm (before and after the selected
photo). The participant also reviews his/her answers
from phase 2 and validates them.

Phase 4 - Cluster photos to events Each participant re-
views the weekly dataset of photos. (S)he groups
them into distinct events and tags them with the same
predefined tags used in phase 2. Favourite photos
are also marked. This phase is optional.

The timestamp of the selected representative photo for
each event (in Phase 3) enables us to identify if the photo
(i.e. the event) was reviewed or not and infer it’s temporal
relation to the other events. Thus, we could answer ques-
tion 1, 3 and 4. The number of entered details in phase
2 with their validation from phase 3 enables us to answer
question 2. Furthermore, the collected tags from phase 2
and phase 4 enables us to answer question 5.

The proposed design protects the privacy of the partici-
pants as the personal data (photos and GPS locations) are
stored locally and are accessible by the participant only. We
collect only the number of recalled events, photos’ names
(timestamp format), ratings and miscellaneous computer
vision descriptors. Thus, the design offers a trade-off for
quantifying abstract concepts, protecting privacy and lever-
aging meaningful analysis.



Figure 3: Overview on the memory testing lab session.

Summary
We propose an experiment to investigate the impact of re-
viewing selected memories in the form of lifelogging photos
on recalling past events. We predict that the reviewing will
improve the recall of reviewed events but impede the recall
of unreviewed events. The results contribute to understand-
ing the adverse effects of continuous lifelogging and review-

ing of memories. Moreover, they support the development
of algorithms that control recall on demand.
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